I. INTRODUCTION
Turbo codes using parallel concatenated convolutional codes can achieve an exceptional performance very close to channel capacity [1] . Introduction of Turbo codes was followed by intense research in the area of iterative decoding of concatenated codes. The use of block codes, instead of convolutional codes, was also introduced [2] , [3] . Due to their excellent performance, turbo codes have been proposed to be used in many applications where the power is limited such as in deep space and satellite communications. For particular applications where short packets (cells) are transmitted, e.g., Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), use of block codes provides comparable performance with added flexibility. The use of block codes also avoids the problem of trellis termination. Therefore, block turbo code is an attractive coding scheme in cell-based transmission.
In this paper, we propose BTC to be used instead of the concatenated Reed-Solomon RS(73,57) and convolutional code rate of ½ ¾ in Digital Video Broadcasting-Return Channel via Satellite (DVB-RCS) for ATM transmission. Reed-Muller (RM)-turbo codes using the trellis-based iterative maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) algorithm are presented. The shortened versions of ordinary RM-turbo codes are proposed for satellite ATM cell. In some cases, the shortened codes demonstrate Unequal Error Protection (UEP) property. The UEP codes are suitable for ATM applications since in an ATM cell, the cell-header is more important than its payload and requires a higher protection level. Moreover, in an iterative MAP decoding scheme, the channel SNR is essential in the calculation of the MAP soft-outputs. Hence, the effect of channel SNR mismatch on the performance of RM-turbo codes is also explored.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief description of Reed-Muller codes, two-dimensional block code, MAP algorithm and trellis-based iterative MAP decoding are discussed. In Section 3, system model used to evaluate the performance of the proposed coding scheme is given. The design of RM-turbo codes for satellite ATM, the investigation of the effect of channel SNR mismatch are discussed in Section 4. Simulation results and conclusion are presented in Section 5 and 6, respectively.
II. BLOCK TURBO CODES

A. Reed-Muller Codes
Reed-Muller codes can be defined in terms of Boolean func- ½ ¾, respectively. In this paper, the two-dimensional block code, which uses the same RM´Ò µ code in each dimension denoted as RM´Ò µ ¾ code, is considered.
C. MAP Algorithm
Soft-input/Soft-output (SISO) decoder is the main ingredient of the iterative decoding algorithm. Maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) criterion is used to provide soft-output.
In a Gaussian channel, the log-likelihood ratio of bit Ü conditioned on the received sequence Ý at the detector is given by [3] ,
where È´Ü Ý µ is the conditional probability of random the channel value, Ä ¡ Ý , the extrinsic information given to this bit from other bits in the code word, Ä ´ Ü µ and a priori value, Ä´Ü µ which equals zero in the first iteration because at first it is assumed that the information bits have equal a priori probabilities.
D. Trellis-Based Iterative Decoding
The minimal trellis of a RM code is known and drawn using Massey method [4] , [5] . In this method, the original generator matrix is modified by linear operations over its rows to obtain new generator matrix in reduced echelon form [5] . By doing this, the positions of information bits can be indicated in a codeword even though they are not at first or last positions of a codeword. Thus we can consider it as a systematic-like RM code. In iterative decoding, there are two SISO decoders where the extrinsic information obtained from decoding process is exchanged between them. The decoding method used in this paper is the one given in [3] which is a trellis-based iterative MAP decoding algorithm.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
The channel model used to evaluate the performance of the proposed coding scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The received signal can be written as Ö´Øµ «´Øµ× ´Øµ · Ò´Øµ (2) where «´Øµ is a Rayleigh process that satisfies ´« ¾ µ ½ , on Gaussian channel «´Øµ ½, Ò´Øµ is a Gaussian noise process with two-sided power spectral density AE Ó ¾. We assume that QPSK modulation is used and × ´Øµ ½ ¾ ¿ is the modulated waveform for the symbol × . The ordinary shortening pattern of a given code is to set the shortened message bits to be zero at the end of the code. However, it is not mandated to be, so in this part we propose different patterns for shortening the RM-turbo codes.
In our study, we consider ATM cells for satellite applications. These cells have 48-byte payload and 9-byte header. Thus, we use two dimensional code with RM (32,26) component codes. Each information section of these codes is ¾ ¾ bits long which exceeds the length of a satellite ATM cell, i.e., ¢ bits by ¾¾¼ bits. That is, we have to shorten the RM-turbo codes by setting the 220 information bits to be zero. These zeros will not be transmitted, hence, the overall rate of the code, Ê will be roughly about 0.594. However, the exact rate depends on the particular shortening scheme. In case A and B, we attempt to design the shortening patterns in such a way that we can reduce the number of parity bits to obtain higher code rate. However, in case C and D, we design the shortening pattern to make the codes having special property which is Unequal Error Protection (UEP) property by surrounding the highly protected part with more zeros than others as shown in region 1 of case C and D.
B. Effect of Channel SNR Mismatch
Knowledge of the channel SNR plays an important role in the iterative MAP decoding through the soft-output calculation, as in (1) . Thus, the incorrect estimation of the channel SNR will channel. We obtain at least 25 dB coding gain over uncoded QPSK for RM´ µ ¾ ,´½ ½½µ ¾ ,´¿¾ ¾ µ ¾ -turbo codes at BER of ½¼ . Fig. 6 and 7 show the performance at different regions in the shortened codes. The shortening pattern in case A is an ordinary shortening pattern, whereas case B, C and D are modified shortening patterns. In case A and B, the performance of different regions which shows Equal Error Protection (EEP) property of the codes is almost the same. In contrast, the performance of case C and D at different regions is different depending on the number of zeros (shortened bits) surrounding the region. The lower BER in the regions that have more zeros around them is obtained. The UEP property is obviously seen in case C and D where the region 1 gets the best performance followed by region 2 and 3 respectively. Fig. 8 compares the BER of two different regions in case C with the performance of case B. The results show that the BER of the best region in UEP code is lower than that of EEP code. Fig.  9 shows the overall performance of the EEP, UEP and original (non-shortened) codes, where the EEP codes provide coding gain about 0.2 dB over UEP codes. Nevertheless, the performance of the EEP codes and UEP codes are about 0.2 and 0.4 dB worse than that of the original RM-turbo codes. This is because the shortening process affects the distance spectrum of the two-dimensional codes. The overall performance of shortened RM-turbo codes on a Rayleigh fading channel is shown in Fig. 10 . Unlike the results on an Gaussian channel, the shortened codes (Case A and B) perform better than the original RM-turbo codes about 0.7 dB at BER of ½¼ . The reason is that in such a poor channel, the known bits at the decoder (the shortened bits) help to improve the performance. However, it is noted that the shortened codes (Case C and D) do not perform better than the original code. Fig. 11 illustrates the BER versus the channel SNR mismatch for shortened RM´¿¾ ¾ µ ¾ -turbo code case C at different AEÓ , where at -2 dB or less of channel SNR mismatch, the performance degrades rapidly. It is shown that the RM-turbo codes are more sensitive to underestimation of the channel SNR than smaller than it should have been so less information could be extracted and transfered between two decoders resulting in no improvement from iterative decoding.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a turbo coding scheme using Reed Muller (RM) codes as component codes with trellis-based MAP decoding scheme is proposed. The code is shortened to match a given cell-size in the application of satellite ATM for DVB-RCS. The design of shortened patterns was presented. When shortening the codes, one may reduce the number of parity bits on the shortened section or use the extra parity bits to provide the Unequal Error Protection property for the shortened codes. This suits the nature of ATM network, i.e., the fact that the ATM cell-header is more important than its payload. Simulation results showing the performance of these turbo codes on Gaussian and Rayleigh-fading channels using QPSK modulation scheme were presented. We also evaluated the proposed coding scheme from a more practical point of view by considering channel impairment as the imperfect estimation of the system parameters such as channel SNR. The result presented in this paper was better than the performance of turbo coding schemes which was reported in [6] using extended Hamming codes as component codes of product codes about 0.3 dB with a higher code rate. It is definitely better than the existing coding scheme, i.e. concatenated code consisting RS (73,57) and rate ½ ¾ convolutional codes, with coding gain about 0.2 dB at BER of ½¼ with about 1.6 times higher code rate which is equivalent to an additional coding gain of around 2 dB [7] . However, it was worse than that of the DVB-RCS standard proposed recently in [8] which used double-binary Cir- It is important to note that the comparison is drawn from the lower bound of BER which is calculated from the block error rate presented in [8] .
It is shown in this paper that the proposed turbo coding schemes can be good candidate for satellite ATM application. First, it is because we use a block code as component code which is suitable for the fixed size of an ATM cell. Second, it provides good performance with special features such as UEP property. Third, it can tolerate channel SNR mismatch to a satisfactory level i.e. in a range from -2 to 6 dB channel SNR mismatch which is typical of available estimation algorithms.
